
Design EtudeChapter 3

S!ing Sound!

Prototype it. make it. Use whatever t!ls and languages may be available to you (e.g., C++, 
OpenGL, proce"ing) -- or recruit a friend who programs!  Whatever you do, do it with 
personality and aesthetics.    Try it on sound.  Ye# or play music into it, run a Shepard 
Tone generator through it!  How does it l!k?  is it useful?  is it fun?  does it capture 
something beautiful?  How can you make it more nuanced?  Functiona#y, does it read?  
Aesthetica#y, does it make you f!l something?  delighted?  mesmerized?  pleased?

• Part 3: Prototype, personality, na"ative 

• Part 1: Waveform

To start, think about how to visualize the time 
domain waveform.  conceive, sketch, plan.  

in a way, the waveform is nothing more than a set 
of points that, when co$ected, sketch out a 
signal.  This set of points changes rapidly 
(dozens of times per second), giving rise to the 
fluidity and flow of animation.

viewing: watch "sorcerer's a%rentice" 
-- l!k for the melding of visuals and 
music in its design.

WAveform                               
(time-varying air pre!ure)

Spectrum     
(frequency content)

• Part 2: Spectrum
Find a way to visua#y represent each spectrum that co&esponds with each waveform in 
time.  for example, sndp'k k'ps track of the most recent spectra and draws a# of 
them in a WATERFA( PLOT to visualize the changing of the spectrum over time.  How might 
you represent this?

How might it l#k?  How to expre$ the signal?  in SndP'k, the waveform is simply 
co$ected by line segments.   What are other ways?  Perhaps these points can trace out 
the ridge on a strange audio-modulated 3d mountain?  Also does it have to be linear?  Can 
a waveform be represented circularly, or as a spiral form?

Or how about something like this?

Before we explore 
progra)ability and 
sound in chapter 4...

Design and prototype a real-time sound visualization software.  Sound goes in, graphics 
respond in real time, conveying something about the audio.  in particular, design something to 
visualize both the time-varying sound (waveform) as we# as the instantaneous frequency 
content (spectrum).  if you'd like, use SNDP*K as a starting point (h+ps://artful.design/).
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